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Volume A~B: 110 Questions 

 

 

Volume A 

 

1. A travel agency uses an external service to make reservations. A message is sent from the travel 

agency to the external service, and a confirmation will be returned. In business designer, which of the 

following documents will show the boundaries and dependencies in this booking processes?  

 

A. Service document  

 

B. Process collaboration  

 

C. Process map  

 

D. Capability map  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

2. Which of the following business processes are candidates for modeling for compensation?  

 

A. Resolve a database error.  

 

B. Determine customer address.  

 

C. Cancel order and refund charges.  

 

D. Order inventory needed to fill an order.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

3. The annual health and safety process notifies all employees of the different online actions that they 

need to complete by a deadline. These actions are completing a health form and a security form. The 

corporate policy requires that an employee is notified after 24 hours for a maximum of 5 consecutive times 

at intervals of 2 days if the requested actions are not completed. Which of the following loop patterns 

would a process analyst use to model the policy?  

 

A. For Loop  

 

B. Loop Until  
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C. While Loop  

 

D. Do-While Loop  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

4. A business analyst needs to model the following requirement that states if a customer order is received 

before 3 o'clock in the afternoon, the Review Order activity must be processed the same day. Otherwise, 

the Review Order activity will begin the next day. What pattern is the MOST effective choice for modeling 

this requirement?  

 

A. Business Rules task with a schedule to indicate which rule is in effect.  

 

B. Human task with a form attached that allows the assigned role to indicate the time that the order arrives.  

 

C. Local task with a resource that has two t imetables corresponding to before and after 3 o'clock in the 

afternoon.  

 

D. Global task followed by a decision that goes to either the Review Order activity or to a Wait for Review 

activity.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

5. An investment process allows users to select the method of payment (direct debit or credit card), once 

they have completed selecting one or more investment packages. The process notifies the buyer of final 

payment amount only once, when all investment packages have been confirmed. Which of the following 

patterns would a process analyst use to capture the payment selection requirements?  

 

A. Fork-Join  

 

B. Fork-Merge  

 

C. Exclusive Decision  

 

D. Exclusive Decision-Merge  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

6. A business analyst needs to validate external process touch points using Business Designer. Which of 

the following will be useful in the validation?  
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A. Business vocabularies  

 

B. Process maps  

 

C. Process Advisor  

 

D. Process walkthrough  

 

E. Process collaborations  

 

Answer: B,E  

 

 

7. An internet purchase process requires users to have the ability to cancel the order at any step in the 

process. The process analyst needs to model this requirement for implementation. Which of the following 

elements should be used to model how to receive a cancellation event from an external process into the 

purchase process?  

 

A. Global process  

 

B. Global task  

 

C. Receive task  

 

D. Service  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

8. An organization is launching a unified approach for approvals across all its processes. The approval 

process will be modeled as a service that will be kept in an internal repository. Which element will a 

process analyst use to model an approval step in a process?  

 

A. A task  

 

B. An external service  

 

C. A business service  

 

D. A business rule task  

 

Answer: C  
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9. Refer to the Exhibit.  

 

Based on the Exhibit, which is TRUE of the Review Application task?  

 

A. It will start when Business Item 1 is received.  

 

B. It will start when even one of the business items is received.  

 

C. It will start only when all of the business items are received.  

 

D. It will never start since it does not have a start node preceding it.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

10. A process analyst needs to model persons that may act as a Project Executive, Project Manager or 

Resource Manager depending on their skills. Which of the following is the BEST way to represent this 

requirement?  

 

A. Create a Bulk Resource with an available quantity of 3.  

 

B. Create three Roles; one for a Project Executive, one for a Project Manager and one for a Resource 

Manager.  

 

C. Create three Bulk Resources; one for a Project Executive, one for a Project Manager and one for a 

Resource Manager.  
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D. Create three Individual Resources; one for a Project Executive, one for a Project Manager and one for 

a Resource Manager.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

11. A customer has made an internet purchase of two items. After submitting payment, the customer 

realizes that one of the items is not the one desired and decides to cancel only one item in the order. The 

company policy permits the customer to return an item with full refund within 10 days of purchase. Identify 

the BEST option that describes how a process analyst needs to model these requirements in the 

purchase process.  

 

A. Add a compensation intermediate event to the complete purchase order task, connect a compensation 

process and a compensation end event to this task.  

 

B. Add a compensation intermediate event to the complete purchase order task, connect a compensation 

activity and a compensation end event to this task.  

 

C. Add a compensation intermediate event to the complete purchase order task, connect a compensation 

process and a compensation end event to this task, then trigger a new process that cancels the item and 

completes a refund when the customer cancels one item after 10 days.  

 

D. Add a compensation intermediate event to the complete purchase order task, connect a compensation 

activity and a compensation end event to this task, then trigger a new process that cancels the item and 

completes a refund when the customer cancels one item after 10 days.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

12. A local task, called Prepare Package for Customer, needs to be expanded into a process consisting of 

several tasks, such as Wrap Package and Insert Coupon. These tasks are unique to the Prepare Package 

for Customer process. What should the local task be converted to?  

 

A. global subprocess  

 

B. local subprocess  

 

C. multiple services  

 

D. multiple business rule tasks  

 

Answer: B  

 




